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Preview - Final Project
This rubric will be used to evaluate your final Project. Please review this rubric carefully before you
start and before you submit it to me.
Objective/Criteria Performance Indicators
Failed
Expectations

Partially Meets
Expectations

Meets
Expectations

Exceeds
Expectations

Professional
finished product

(0 points)
Final project contains
many spelling and
grammar errors, is
less than 2,500
words, doesn't
contain any images,
links to web sites or
other web resources.

(2 points)
Final project
contains a few
spelling and/or
grammar
errors,and or
submitted paper
late, includes only
a couple of
images, links to
web sites or other
web resources.

(3 points)
Final project
contains no
spelling and/or
grammar
errors,and is
2,500 - 3000
words. submitted
paper ontime.

(4 points)
Final project
contains no
spelling and/or
grammar errors,
includes web
based elements
like urls, screen
shots, and links to
web sites that
support and
illustrate concepts
is more than
2,500 words but
not more than
3,000 and is
submitted ontime.

APA format

(0 points)
Some sources are
not cited, those that
are not in the correct
APA format and you
didn't use zotero to
collect your sources.

(2 points)
All your sources
are cited correctly
but you didn't use
zotero to keep
track of them.

(3 points)
All your sources
are cited correctly
but you didn't
capture them all in
zotero.

(4 points)
All of your sources
are cited, are in
the correct APA
format and were
created in zotero.

concept
development

(0 points)
The question you
chose is not
addressed.

(2 points)
The question you
chose is only
partially explored
and no original
ideas are
communicated.

(3 points)
The question you
chose is explored
from multiple
angles but no
original ideas or
insights are
developed and
communicated.

(4 points)
The question you
chose is explored
in depth from
many angles and
you communicate
original ideas.

Organization

(0 points)
There are no drafts
of your paper visible
in the revision
history of google
docs for your paper,
you present your
ideas in illogical
ways, paragraphs do
not flow well and
your paper doesn't
include a

(2 points)
Your paper drafts
don't change that
much between
revisions, the
ideas you
communicate are
not well
organized, your
paragraphs may
not flow well
another and your

(3 points)
Your paper had
clearly evolved
from various
drafts which are
visible in the
revision history of
google docs, the
ideas you
communicate are
well organized,
your paragraphs

(4 points)
Your paper had
clearly evolved
from various
drafts which are
visible in the
revision history of
google docs, the
ideas you
communicate are
well organized,
your paragraphs
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introduction or
paper lacks either
conclusion/summary. an introduction or
conclusion.

flow well another
and your paper
includes an
introduction that
clearly states the
question you will
explore and a
conclusion that
summarizes the
ideas you
developed.

flow well another
and your paper
includes an
introduction that
clearly states the
question you will
explore and a
conclusion that
summarizes the
ideas you
developed. You
used zotero to
help you organized
your paper and jot
down your notes
before you started
creating your
drafts in zotero.

(0 points)
Your paper lacks
citations.

(3 points)
Your citations
include 10 or
fewer references.

(4 points)
Your citations
include 15 or more
references.

(2 points)
Your citations
includes 5 or
fewer references.

out of 20
OK
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